What is the Target of “Optimization” of the Fluid Management?
DELLA ROCCA vs. LICKER

“Fluid management” (FM) is a complicated, unsolved
riddle. I think we should first find the “good questions”;
or rather, we have to formulate the questions in an appropriate way. Otherwise, it may the case that you compare “liberal” (?) vs ”restrictive” (?) strategies; and find
at the end that you have given even more fluid in the
restrictive group because of the “rescue”. Not to mention
is that what you call “liberal” in some studies is defined
in some other studies as “restrictive”.
Now we have a third way: “optimised FM”. It sounds
and seems to be rational, but are there also some limitations or drawbacks of this approach? Or rather: “Can
optimal FM be really optimal?”.
Let me expand my question with further questions:
Some authors advocate that being restrictive is optimal
to avoid edema, whereas others defend that FM should
not cost AKI (acute kidney injury). Is “optimal FM”
indeed a peak between “hypovolemia” and “hypervolemia” (curve A); or is the FM curve maybe an irregular,
fluctuant curve with several peaks, maybe “u”-shaped
instead of “v”? (curve B).
In those terms, I want you to remind the keyword “glycocalyx”. With increasing information about glycocalyx,
we recognize that we have to revise all the knowledge we
have, such as Frank-Starling Curve.
My last question is a stupid one: what is actually the
“3rd space”? Does it really exist somewhere in the body?
Mert Şentürk
Editor
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luid therapy is an integral and life-saving part of perioperative care.
Based on strong experimental evidence, we know that hypovolemia
results in insufficient oxygen delivery and flow-dependent-organ dysfunction whereas hypervolemia leads to interstitial edema with impaired oxygen diffusion and poor collagen regeneration.
Clinical studies including various types of surgical procedures have clearly
shown an association between high perioperative fluids infusion and poor
clinical outcome as expressed by composite mortality-morbidity endpoints
(1-3). Overzealous fluid infusion promotes wound infections/dehiscence,
anastomotic leakage and cardiac overload. Besides these quantitative aspects,
fluid composition also deserves consideration since saline infusion exceeding
1.5-2L may cause hyperchloremic acidosis and colloids (e.g., hydroxyethyl
starch) have been incriminated in renal damage when given in septic, trauma
or other critically-ill patients (4-6).
We will focus in the first round more on “Fluid management in thoracic
surgery”, because it can be considered as “patognomonic” for general fluid
management.
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In thoracic surgery, intraoperative fluid infusion exceeding 6-8 mL/kg/hour
has been identified as a risk factor for lung injuries (acute lung injury [ALI],
acute respiratory distress syndrome [ARDS]) but also other pulmonary complications (atelectasis, pneumonia, empyema) (7-11). From these cohort
studies analyses, the “chicken and egg” question remains open: sicker patients and more complex operation may require more fluids whereas volume
depletion may be masked by the administration of vasopressors.
With the recent advances in hemodynamic monitoring devices, the use of
cardiovascular measurements such as stroke volume, stroke volume variations
or pulse pressure variations have been encouraged along with the application of algorithms aiming to maximize cardiac output and oxygen delivery.
Although a positive fluid balance with undesirable weight gain may result
from this goal-directed therapy (GDT), recent meta-analysis of randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) involving nonthoracic surgery have demonstrated a
modest reduction in postoperative morbidity in the GDT groups compared
with standard care (12-15). However, a Hawthorne effect could contribute
to generate favorable clinical outcome as the clinicians acted as “positive (unblinded) interventionists” in the GDT group whereas the “standard care”
management was most often poorly described, highly variable and likely suboptimal. More importantly, studies comparing GDT to a restrictive fluid
approach have failed to demonstrate significant differences in terms of clin-
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ical outcome between the two treatment arms (16). Moreover, the
restrictive regime that often results in relative perioperative oliguria
was not associated with an increased risk of postoperative acute
renal failure (17, 18).
More than in any other operation, reducing the amount of fluids and
minimizing the hydrostatic pressure in the pulmonary capillaries is of
paramount importance in thoracic surgery. The lungs of these surgical
patients are prone to develop interstitial and alveolar edema given preexisting chronic illnesses, recent pneumonia or atelectasis in addition
to the deleterious effects of one-lung ventilation and direct manipulations by the surgeon. Acute lung injuries following thoracic surgery
may result from sequential multiple hits. Indeed, surgical trauma,
ischemia-reperfusion phenomena, exposure to blood products and
microbes, hyperglycemia, rapid fluid infusion as well as baro-and volotrauma associated with mechanical ventilation may all damage the
glycocalix and the underlying endothelial cells as well as the epithelial
alveolar cells and the surfactant (19, 20). Moreover, disruption of the
lymphatic vessels by preoperative chemo-radiotherapy or surgical dissection may prevent proper fluid drainage and therefore worsen lung
edema with its dramatic consequences on gas exchange.
Despite the clinical importance of fluids in thoracic surgery, no
RCT has been designed so far to compare the effectiveness and
safety of the restrictive and the GDT approaches. The current large
variations in perioperative fluid practices among providers may
contribute to significant waste and suboptimal health care outcomes. At the John Hopkins Hospitals, over a 4 year period, the
median crystalloid volume that was infused during lung surgery
was around 11.3 mL/kg/h and large variations were reported between anesthesiologists within the same department as expressed by
a 55% coefficient of variation (ratio of standard deviation-to-mean
volume infused) (21). Although the vast majority of anesthesiologists in this high ranking academic institution were well aware of
the risks related to fluid overload, they did not apply a restrictive
fluid strategy, or failed to do so.
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In mechanically ventilated patients presenting with ALI/ARDS,
the conservative or restrictive fluids management has clearly
demonstrated benefits in terms of earlier weaning from the ventilator and better oxygenation compared with the liberal fluid regime
(22). Although scientific evidence based on RCTs is currently lacking in thoracic surgery, physiological arguments strongly supports
the conservative fluid approach that has been coined the “zero-balance” approach (23). This restrictive fluid strategy is intended to
minimize the postoperative weight gain that results from the dual
effects of the exogenous fluid administration and the retention of
salt and water in response to surgical stress-induced release of antidiuretic hormone and the activation of both the hypothalamo-sympatho-adrenal axis and the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system.
Successful application of the “zero balance” regime often requires
the concomitant administration of vasopressors and a limited
amount of fluids to counteract the vasodilatory effects of anesthetic
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agents and/thoracic epidural blockade while maintaining intravascular normovolemia and stable hemodynamic variables.
Keeping the lung dry and the circulatory compartment close to
normovolemia remains a wise statement that has been claimed for
more than two decades (24, 25). In the toolbox of cardiorespiratory
and metabolic monitors connected to our thoracic patient, which
indicators might be helpful to cautiously guide the administration
of fluids and cardiovascular drugs without dropping on the bad
hypo- or hypervolemic sides? We suggest a simple pragmatic approach to achieve these goals throughout several perioperative processes of care (26, 27). Firstly, patient should be encouraged to take
carbohydrate drinks up to two hours before surgery to promote a
“fed” euvolaemic state (28). Secondly, as standard intraoperative
fluids infusion, buffer/balanced crystalloids should be limited to 3
to 4 mL/kg/h in order to replace fluid losses by perspiration (airways) and evaporation (surgical field) as well as urine output and
digestive secretions. Additional crystalloids (or colloids) can be a
given to compensate blood losses and/or exudative liquids (29). Replacement of the “third space” is not anymore justified as it merely
results from the excessive administration of “salty solutions”. Thirdly, the administration of vasopressors is helpful to counteract the
anesthetic-induced vasorelaxation and to convert the relative hypovolemia into normovolemia. In the early postoperative period,
attention should also be paid to fluid balance and the patient’body
weight. Oral hydration and realimentation can be resumed within
the first 12 hours after surgery and coupled with the removal of IV
lines, urinary catheter and chest tubes to facilitate mobilization.
In conclusion, the thoracic surgical patient should receive an individualised fluid management plan that takes into account his
co-morbidities and the operative complexity. A zero-balance fluid
approach can be applied with balanced salt crystalloid and be part
of the enhanced recovery program (30). Since heart rate, arterial
pressure and central venous pressure are unreliable indicators of
volume status, the clinicians should best rely on close observation
of ongoing fluid losses (in/out fluid balance) and maintenance of
vital signs. Monitoring of cardiac output (by pulse contour analysis
or Doppler ultrasound), extravascular lung water (transpulmonary
thermodilution), cerebral oxygenation (by near-infra-red spectroscopy) and/or central venous oximetry are valuable adjuncts in highrisk patients and complex procedures (31, 32).
To make a long story short, clinicians caring for thoracic surgical
patients should remember: “keep the lungs clean, sealed, fully expanded and dry to make the patient fit for rapid and happy discharge!”
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